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Fort Elite Africa CPO is a registered Close
Protection services company that provides
Integrated Risk Solutions to its clients in a
rapidly growing Africa. Fort Elite draws upon a
wealth of experience gained across many
countries and over decades of service, all in the
service of government law enforcement
agencies, multi-national companies and
privately owned specialized security-related
entities.

Introduction

Mission
The mission of Fort Elite is to the most
admired and innovative center of excellence
fused together in perfect synergy of Integrated
Risk Solutions. Strong and Elite.
To ensure peace of mind to our clients by
providing the highest level of protection for
their enterprise, their assets and the safety of
their personnel. We strive to enhance the well-
being of the clients' business interests by
maintaining a safe and secure environment in
which to operate.

To be a world-class organization and a catalyst
for effective management, accountability and
positive change in the sector we operate in. We
envision a world in which the most vulnerable
people will have the power to lift themselves
out of poverty and create vital, healthy lives for
their families and communities now and for the
future.

Vision

A word from our CEO

• We lead by example
• We work together as a team
• We respect the individual
• We seek the facts and provide 

insight
• We are open and honest in our 

communication
• We are committed to our 

communities
• Above all, we act with integrity

One of the benefits of Privatization
and outsourcing with us is that it
can reduce public spending and
increase efficiency Using us as
contractors saves money and frees
up the military to concentrate on its
core missions. While contractors’
pay may seem high, it is cost-
effective because they are paid only
when needed. When comparing
costs, the significant benefits
received by armed forces personnel
must be
considered.

S. Stander
CEO



Our Values
Integrity

We remain independent, striving to maintain the highest level of
trust, integrity and professionalism. Our work is fact-based,
objective and supported by sufficient, appropriate evidence in
accordance with professional standards.

Accountability

We accept responsibility for our work products and services,
upholding the highest professional standards by evaluating and
measuring our results against stated performance measures and
targets. We strive to ensure that our work is relevant, credible and
timely,

Teamwork

Our success depends on working together and fostering an inclusive
and mutually supportive environment. Our work environment
encourages collaboration, innovation, flexibility and integration of
ever improving resources.

Communication

We clarify expectations up front and communicate openly, honestly
and accurately with our associates and our stakeholders. We look
for ways to improve ourselves and our work products by seeking,
giving and using both praise and constructive feedback.

Respect

We promote diversity and equal opportunity throughout the 
organization. We value and respect the views of others.

Strong & Elite



Our People
The achievement of Fort Elite’s excellence requires widespread
competence among people and an environment that
encourages and enables the expression of that competence. In
this sense Fort Elite strives for a situation where the company`s
clients and employees are one integrated, strong and elite
team.

Fort Elite personnel are thoroughly selected and well trained,
while business practices are vested in ethics-based principles.
Fort Elite draws upon a wealth of experience gained across
many countries and over decades of service, all in the service of
government law enforcement agencies as well as multi-national
companies and privately owned specialized security-related
entities.

Our superior experience allows Fort Elite to swiftly evaluate any
task imposed on them and ensure that the service it provides
will more than meet the requirements of the customer.
All security members of Fort Elite have vast experience in
protection of assets, crime prevention and training. The top
management includes former Special Forces Operatives, and
our operational staff are recruited from within the ranks of
highly trained and operationally experienced specialists, from
the military, private specialist organizations and the police.
Together, we have proved to be leaders in specialist security
services.

Our Commitment
The Fort Elite philosophy is that each customer is entitled to
receive a level of service that will exceed their expectations,
regardless the complexity – or indeed the simplicity- of the task
at hand.

Fort Elite is committed to the highest quality service within the
environment. This is achieved by integrating innovative ideas
with highly skilled and dedicated personnel, cutting edge
technology and tested procedures.

We are an independent organisation and is not influenced by
any other service provider. We strive to provide the client with a
professional execution of the relevant security aspects.



Our Services
Fort Elite’s fused model of security protection is therefore a combination of
different but complimentary layers or barriers (natural, human, animal,
mechanical, energy, technological and psychological) to detect, deter, delay,
deny, defend or defeat unauthorised access and harm to persons, property,
information and reputation. The intensity of such measures depending on the
threat or perceived threat and within available resources and budgets. This concept
of operations is built on the backbone of specific intelligence operations. To
achieve that, our operational services are:

Risk, Threat & Vulnerability Assessments / Security Surveys
Rapid Deployment Teams during Intervention Operations
Leadership Training, Mentoring and Advisory Services
Maritime and Waterborne Security Operations
Command & Control Centre Management
Security Technology, Mobility and Systems
Specialised Security and Firearm Training
Executive Protection & Event Security
Tactical and Operational Surveillance
High Risk Assets-In-Transit Teams
Specialised Guarding Operations
Border Control
Business Intelligence
Armoured Vehicles Supply
K9 Unit
VIP Protection / Close Protection / Bodyguarding
Rail Security 
Pipeline Security
Support on Human Trafficking Operations
Investigations
Technical & Surveillance Solutions
Crime Scene Management
Critical Infrastructure Access
International Criminal Monitoring
High Tactical Support (Heist)
Crowd Control
Disaster Support
Arms & Ammunition Supply



Any operational security plan should be compiled consistently with
the basic principles of security.

▪ Safety is defined as the freedom from harm or danger.
▪ Security is defined as the freedom from intentional harm or

danger.
▪ Security is thus a condition that results from the establishment

and maintenance of protective measures that ensure a state of
inviolability from hostile acts or influences.

▪ It is achieved by the arrangement of a combination of different
but complimentary layers or barriers (natural, human, animal,
mechanical, energy, technological and psychological) to deter,
delay, deny, detect, defend or defeat unauthorised or unjustified
access and harm to persons, property and information.

▪ The intensity of such measures depends on the threat of
perceived threat and within available resources and budgets.

Basic Principles of Security



Firearm Training / Security Training
Fort Elite has taken hands with an accredited service provider at the South
African Professional Firearm Trainers counsel & SAPS. Potential firearm
owners must successfully undergo the prescribed training at an accredited
training institution and obtain a training proficiency certificate. Security
companies armed personnel must also undergo Business purpose training in
the particular firearms they are working with and undergo regular refresher
training under section 21 of the Act.

Courses
Legal test – Knowledge of the Firearms Control Act 60/2000 applicable to 
possession of a firearm
Handle & use of firearms in various classes and applications
Regulation 21 Compliance Testing
Renewal of Business Purposes Competency Certificate
We also provide customized courses to suit your budget and requirements
We also assist in the evaluation of existing training courses and implement 
evolutionary changes as required
We strive to practice realistic skills and scenarios that can emulate real 
situations allowing the shooter develop and maintain real defensive 
shooting skills
We also provide specific tailormade courses for supervisors and seniors with 
the security industry which assist in the day-to-day operation and 
performance enhancements Where firearms are required the Company is 
fully compliant in terms of the Firearms Control Act 60 of 2000. We have 
accredited assessors and moderators
All armed officers are trained, have competency certificates and undergo 
regular training and assessments. Training incorporates tactical, theoretical 
and practical exercises
Self-defense and real-life scenario training to save lives
Conduct own in-house training
Pre-Course and fitness selection tests and training
Access and use of a tactical shooting range and house clearance facilities
Advance driver training and instructors
Advanced ambush and counter techniques
Anti-poaching



Close Protection Operative (CPO) 
Training / Bodyguarding

CELEBRITIES PUBLIC FIGURES

EXECUTIVE PROTECTION 

Personal Protection (Close Protection) has been a necessary part
of the business for a long time. The need to protect the company,
its brand reputation, its people, its profits, and its financial secrets
have always been the main objective. Every business or individual
will be protected by protective security measures, with most
measures being so normal that they are a simple part of our
everyday lives. Our course focuses on Counter-Terror methods
for people with no experience in the Private Security Industry.

The Close Protection Operative will teach you how to manage VIP
security, organize a security team, and all the logistics of
prevention. Protection work is very demanding and exhausting.
For that reason, it is essential to have excellent preparation. To
ensure you don't make mistakes in the future, our staff with
different sectors will pass on their experience.



Other Support Services

Fort Elite Africa CPO has taken hands with HITI
(Homeland Intelligence Technologies International
Inc.) which is an American Based Company
providing several high-level security services.

“Providing Security Solutions to the Global
Industry”

Physical Security
Cyber Security
Industrial Security
Personnel Security
Operations Security
Risk Management
Key Personnel and Leadership Staffing
Enhanced End-Use Monitoring
Co-Production Security
Security Forces Mentorship and On- Job 
Training
Integrated Base Defense
Security Plans and Programs
Electronic Security Systems
Quality Assurance and Control



Disaster Management Support
Our Support Team has the skills and experience to prepare and implement
Disaster Preparedness Plans and Response and Recovery Programs for our clients.
We have provided disaster management services for natural disasters such as
hurricanes and earthquakes, as well as acts of terror. We apply project
management principles to an emergency response to bring order to the chaos
and provide responders with clear direction and focus.
The goal of the Disaster Management Support Team is to assist in ensuring all
stakeholders are aware of, and are fully participating in Disaster Management
exercise programs, and that they are pro-actively and continuously participating in
the vital activities necessary to achieve effective coordination in preventing,
responding to, recovering from, and mitigating against natural disasters, acts of
terrorism, and other man-made disasters.

Natural Disaster Services
• Damage Assessments
• Environmental Assessments
• Emergency Environmental Assessment & Response
• Emergency Engineering Services
• Emergency Power Supply
• Economic Recovery Planning and Assessment
• Risk Mitigation Planning and Protection
• 1st Responder Support
• Power System Assessments
• Safety Assessments and Engineering
• Debris Management
• Public Assistance Program Support
• Post-Disaster Recovery and Reconstruction Planning 

Support
• Redevelopment Assistance
• Project and Construction Management
• Modular Housing/Buildings

Acts of Terror Services
• Forensic Assessments
• Emergency response training
• Assist with establishing an inter-agency security process that 

coordinates efforts between police, military and local security.
• Provide training in counter-terrorism and emergency response 

protocols
• Build security infrastructure into architectural design/redesign
• Provide Mobile Command Centers
• Provide state of the art security system equipment









Independent Threat Scenarios



Threat & Criminal Network Analysis 
Scenarios



[Our Understanding]
State Information Management

Who is the mandated party?
Who is the implementing party?
Who reviews & audit both parties?
Who ensures compliance and enforcement?



We have partnered with an
acclaimed firm of security
agents with a reputation for
both effective security
solutions and the use of
innovative technology in the
protection of life and property.
We target projects with
particular emphasis on security
administration.

Private Military Contractor
Peacekeeping
Protecting Human Rights
Counter –Terrorism
Intelligence

In every region where we
operate, we work to make a
difference. We share our
unique professional talents and
skills, our passion, our time and
our resources. We are proud of
our tradition of giving back to
the community and humbled
by the generosity of our
people.





Company Structure
CEO 

S. Stander

COO
D. Lamprecht

Head of Intel
Non-Executive Director

P. Manuel

International Affairs 
Non-Executive Director

R.E. Oakley JR.

Domestic / International Terrorism 
Affairs & Training Specialist

Non-Executive Director

C. Collins

Global Fintech Affairs
Non-Executive Director

Mr. B Aidoo

National Training 
Services

1834 Tactical

International Training 
Services

Idronewall



Client Focus
A diverse client base across the country and beyond entrusts
Fort Elite with the safeguarding of its people, infrastructure,
assets and reputation. Fort Elite focus on:
▪ Energy and Distribution

▪ Mining and Industrial Enterprises

▪ Transportation and Logistics

▪ Law Enforcement Agencies

▪ Information Technology & Communication

Contact Details

CEO
Stan Stander
Cell +27 71 397 3680
Email sscloseprotection@protonmail.com

mailto:sscloseprotection@protonmail.com

